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FAITH-HEALERS
Several US CSICOP and local group
members are attracting national attention for their investigation of faithhealers WV Grant, Ernest Angley, Peter
Popoff, and others. Their most shocking
discovery to date is that the Reverend
Popoff
does
not
obtain
certain
information about members of his audience, such as exact names, addresses,
and descriptions of ailments and personal problems,
from God, but from
radio transmissions from backstage. The
syndicate that
distributes Popoff's
program has dropped him as a result of
the investigation, and the American
Medical Association's 388 - member House
of Delegates has unanimously passed a
resolution calling on the AMA to investigate faith-healers.
Excerpt from
newsletter.

"Skeptical

Briefs", the

CSICOP

See pages 12,13 for a further story
on Peter Popoff.
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CURRENT INVESTIGATIONS
The South Australian "Crashed U.F.O."
- A Final Report
The news media carrie d a report of
an unidentified flyi ng object whi ch
" c r as hed" into the sea near Victor
Harbour, Sout h Austra li a at about noon
on Saturday, 24th May , 1 986 .
Investigations r evea l that it was
e i the r a bolid e (very bright me t eo r) or
a r e - e ntry of " space junk". There a re
no indication s that anything " c rashed"
in to the sea .
This r eport is based on t e lephone
interviews, l etters , and on a revi e w of
p r ess c lippings of the in c ident f rom
metropolitan and coun try SA ne wsp apers/
and an inspect i o n o f about 25 SA a nd
Victorian papers. In addition , fe llow
researc he r Peter
Horn e of Ade la ide
s~oke to th e SA RAAF pub li c r e lations
spokesman Major A Reynolds, and the
Vic tor
Harbour
police
about this
matt e r.
The
story
toge tr er
pieced
as
follows.
At about 1200 hours Central Austr a li an Time
(GMT plus 9 1/2 hours)
on
Saturday, 24th Ma y , 1986 , an object was
s i gh ted b y a large number of people, as
it
travelled
over
south-western
Victoria and parts of South Australia.
Observations apparently began near
Ballarat, Victoria. A Mr Brian Kell y of
Ba llarat was out playing golf about
1230 hours EST (GMT plus 10 hours) when
he r eported seeing a long silver rock
shape with a red tail and fins on the
back. He said he saw it for about 30
seconds as it shot from the south-east
to the west . (refl)
Football umpire Mr Desmond Blomeley
noticed a "big flash" in the s1 < • at
about 1228 EST from Ballarat. An o iject
then streaked away leaving a V,l.p')Ur
trail similar to that of a jet aircraft. (ref2)
A Delcombe resident noted a fir •.:> ball
just above the horizon which disap.Jeared into clouds in the direction of
Smy~hesdale. (ref3)
Many observers in south-east S ',uth
Australia then saw the object ".
At Thornleigh, Mr Neil Suther l a~d
described it as a "tube-like obj ec t"
with fins, which had red on it, travelling in a downward path, moving east to
the SKEPTIC

we st. ( ref4 )
Se nior Constable G Clemow and others
at Be ac hport reported a l ar ge ::;171oke
co l oured vapour trail in the sky. (re f5)
At Naracoorte , accountant
Mr H
Schedlich note d a st~eak of r ed f lame,
at an e stimated 40 degrees above the
horiz on in the northern s ky which l eft
a whi te trail. (r e f 6 )
At Be achport a l oca l man noted for a
few s econds what appeared to be a
"fal ling star" high up, whi ch appeared
to burn u p above the horizon, (re f7)
Mr B Orchard of Port Elliot saw a
"spear " of gold and white flame headin g
downw a rds, appare ntly to him only some
few metres above the sea sur face. Howe ver, a c he ck by the local surf-lifesaving c lub rev ealed no tra ce of anything .
It wa s close to zero degrees elevati on
an d sou t h from Port Elliot. (ref 8 )
At 1210 hr s CST a Mrs Thorn of
Victor Harbour r eported seeing a red
"flare " near Granite Isl a nd to her
west " Her husb a nd got his binoculars
and note d what seemed to be a red a nd
white "boat" going up and down, whi ch
then was lost to view. A sea search by
boats failed to find any trace of a
boat in distress.(re f9)
Mrs Norman at Mt Gambier looked up
and saw a yellow light in the southern
sky 1 which had a round shape. There was
a trail behind it. (reflO)
A Kingston resident, Mrs R Smith
noted a round red glowing object with a
white trail . It was noiseless.(refll)
At Boal Lagoon near Naracoorte, Mr R
Lockwood noticed a flaming white yellow
object at about 15 degrees south which
before extinguishing became a bright
red colour. It had a vapour trail which
remained
in the sky for
a
long
time. (refl2)
Golfer,
Mrs R Williams
was at
Lucindale, when there was a bright
flash in the sky at 40 - 50 degrees
south-west, followed by a vapour trail
which remained a while " (ref13)
Near Carpenters Rocks, Mr L Moore
was sitting inside his shack when he
saw a bright ball of flame trailing a
"smoke" or vapour trail .
Its path was
north of east to west of south.(refl4)
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Victor Harbour "crashed object" story.
So where did the story of an object
going into the sea come from?
The
Adelaide "Sunday Mail" newspaper carried an account of the event and in
part stated, "A Victor Habour couple
saw the object plunge into the sea
about 5km from shore" (25th May, 1986).
Their story doesn't go on to relate any
such eyewitness observation but does
carry the account of the Thorns (see
above) • However, the Thorns did not
report seeing the object "plunge into
the sea". It appears the "crash" interpretation was made from this observation. The time of the observation was
some ten minutes after the others, thus
this report appears spurious.
Other papers
then
carried
the
"crash" detail without any other substantiation. Nowhere else in the clippings reviewed
does any eyewitness
report an object hitting the sea.
Summary
Having discounted a "crash", what
did in fact happen? The facts are:
1. The object began as a "flash" in the
sky over western Victoria.
2. It had a long trajectory and was
seen over a wide area.
3. It was not detected on radar.
4. There were no reported sounds, particularly no sonic boom which would
be expected of a fast-moving low
flying object hitting the sea.
5. There appears to be no eyewitness
report of any object hitting the
sea. The press reports reviewed certainly do not carry any, and the
Victor Harbour police station confirmed that they had not received
any such reports.

South Eastern Australia
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6. Contrary to media reports that a
RAAF crew had sighted the object,
the RAAF advises no aircrew had.
7. Dovetailing the reported observations, the majority fit a trajectory
of east to west, most probably actually to the ~uuth ot Mount Gambier,
and nowhere near Victor Harbour.
8. The object had the appearance (apart
from two reports of "fins") of a
typical daylight halide. (See the
Condon Report pages 567-577 concerning observations of a satellite reentry and reports of rocket shape,
windows, etc.)
9. There were no observations located
in the Kangaroo Island or west coast
newspapers in SA.
Conclusion
The evidence gathered is highly suggestive of the object having
been
either a bolide or a "space junk"
re-entry.
References
1. "Courier" (Ballarat), 27/5/86, p5.
2. ibid.
3. ibid. 26/5/86, p3.
4. Sunday "Mail"
(Adelaide), 25/5/86,
pl.
5. "Sun" (Melbourne), 26/5/86, p3.
6. "Herald" (Naracoorte), 26/5/86, pl.
7. "Courier" (Ballarat), 26/5/86, p3.
8. Telephone call, 20/6/86.
9. "Times"
(Victor Harbour), 28/5/86,
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10. Telephone call, 16/6/86.
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15. Condon, EU, Scientific Study of
UFOs, New York, Bantam, 1968.
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AUSTRALIAN SKEPTICS NEWS
NEW VICTORIAN PRESIDENT
Jim Camm is the new president of the
Victorian Branch. Jim is an industrial
chemist and has participated in several
investigations including vibrations in
an allegedly haunted house.
He was able to show the vibrations
were sympathetic with aircraft taking
off from a nearby airfield.
Mark Plummer resigned as Victorian
president on July 28. He went to New
Zealand to speak at the first convention of the New Zealand Skeptics in
Dunedin, and at a separate meeting in
the north island.
Mark will be concentrating on CSICOP
activities after the New Zealand visit.

SKEPTI CS BOOKS FOR SALE
We still have copies available of
"Gellerism Revealed" by magician, Ben
Harris. This paperback volUITE gives
descriptions of ho.v you can emulate the
"psychic feats" perfomed by Uri
Geller, including spoon bending.
Cost: $10.00, including postage.
A third print run of our highly
successful book, "Creationism: An
Australian Perspective" by Skeptics
M:i.rtin Bridgstock and Ken Smith, is no.v
underway. This provides scientific
answers to rrost of the pseudo-scientific
argurrents put forward by "creation
scientists". Cost: $7.50, inc postage.
Place your orders for these two
informative books with the Australian
Skeptics, PO Box 575, Manly NSW 2095.

"the Skeptic"

& Archives
GPO Box 1555P
MELBCJRNE VIC 3001

CANBERRA SKEPTICS AT
ESP FEST IVAL
The Canberra Dranch rec e iv ed '-;r e at
media coverage when they
picketed
Canberra's 2nd Alterative Medicine and
ESP Festival held May 23-25.
The Canberra Skeptics displayed a
large sign offering $2qooo reward for
just one proven psychic appearance and
handed out
leaflets on numerology,
astrology, iridology,and palmistry.
Both the "Canberra Times" and the
"Canberra Chronicle" ran articles on
the Skeptics challenge.
James Gordon, journalist with the
"Canberra Times", asked Mr Rod Roche,
organizer of the Festival, to describe
the difference bet~en a professional
and a charlatan " Mr Roche responded by
stating "Charlatans , " .
I don't know
what they are."

AUSTRALASIAN BOOKS ON THE
PARANORMAL
The Australian Institut~ of Psychic
Research (AIPR) have compiled a list of
Australasian books on the paranormal ,
The list is in several parts.
1. Psychic phenomena, psychic research
and personal growth.
2. Spiritualism and mediumship.
3. Theosophy.
4. UFOs.
5. Health and healing.
6 , Divination and other ancient arts.
7. Anthropology.
8 . Religion and sects.
It is available from AIPR, PO Box
445 Lane Cove, NSW, 2066 at a cost of
$2.00 ($4 overseas airmail.)

EE~
-

National Secretariat
PO Box 575
MANLY NSW 2095
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PARANORMAL AUSTRALIA
ADAM AND EVE IN AUSSIE TOMB
The mummified bodies of Adam and Eve
are lying in a pyramid tomb just south
of Cooktown, according to Ms Marilyn
Pye. She said the tomb was built by the
Egyptians more than 5000 years ago, and
originally
housed the Ark
of the
Covenant as well. Ms Pye bel~eves Moses
retrieved the Ark 3300 years ago, and
Australia is the Garden of Eden he
wrote about in the Book of Genesis.
- "Daily Sun", Brisbane, 1/6/86

PROMOTER OF CURE-ALL
OFFICIAL SUPPLIER TO
AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH
GAMES TEAM
Bio-Organics Pty Ltd are marketing a
new complex synergistic anti-oxidant
formula which they claim will
"slow down the ageing process"
"help prevent hair loss"
"extend the quality of life"o
No more wrinkled athletes competing
for Australia!
- "Tasmania Mail", 8/7/86

FLOWER POWER
Alfred Graydon specialises in flower
reading. People bring in a flower from
their own garden, hold it for a couple
of minutes, and place it in a tLay.
Alf then picks it up, feels its
vibrations, then can see what a person's
health needs are.
"Geelong Living", 5/5/86

RE-INCARNATION COURSE
Mr Haswell's re-incarnation course
started June 17 in Sydney. The course
teaches the laws of re-incarnation and
cause and effect.
It does
not
appear the course
includes a re-incarnation during its
four weekso
- "Sun", Sydney, 10/6/86

DEMONIC PERSONS AT ENFIELD
Mr Gordon Gibbs, pastor at the Light
of Life Ministry at Enfield, said he
had often had demon-possessed persons
turn up at his office.
He said kleptanani·a cs, alcoholics,
and
homosexuals
all
suffer
from
demon-possession.
- "Sun-Herald", 20/7/86

MOVING?

HAWKE'S "K"
Graphologists Humphrey
Reeve and
Helen Reeve have analysed Bob Hawke's
handwriting. They decided he is very
bold, not afraid to accept a challenge.
Commenting on hi8 "k", they noted it
was very large. They said it means he
can enlarge on a small matter, so
people should
be careful how they
handle himo
- "Bulletin", 15/7/86
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PLEASE INFORM US as soon as possible
of your change of address. Send us
details of your new address but also
state your old address as well pleas~
so that we can correct and update our
mailing list.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
KEEP CLIPP I NG
Vu.Jung the pMt
Sew yea!L6 many
people have wondvr.ed how the SReptiC-6
have c.ome ac.Jl.066 many 6totue6. The
6 ec.Jtet ,t-6 - YOU .
V.-i.Atualty eveny day we nec.uve new6
ilipping6
6Mm 6Reptie/2
tMou.ghou.t
A~tJr..aLi,a. A 0ew
wpping6 c.ontMn
6taJtt,lu,ig neW-6 - Utu Gel.ten doing p6lfeiuc. pM6peeting, 6oti.. example - bu.t
mo6t Me nou.,t,<,ne. Yet <l ,t-6 the ag9negation o 6 thue Mu,t,<,ne c.upping6 :that
o6ten pnovide6 :the be6t 6totue6. I have
~ed :the ilipping6 to wnae Pananonmal
A~~a. AU c.upping6 Me Mled by
ou.n tine£.U6 Mc.h,<,v,t-6t Jenny Smdh and
Me ~ed 6on longen a.Jttic.lu and eventually a booL
So i6 you. want to Rnow how to hup
the Sh.eptie/2, j~t Reep :tha•e wpping6
c.om<-ng ,i__n.
MaM Plu.mmu.

EINSTEIN'S THEORY AGAIN
And I 6tand by my let.ten to "the
Skeptic." 06 Feb. J6, ,<,n wh,<,c.h I pnoved
by nedu.etio ad ctb6u.ndu.m tha.,t gnavdy
c.ou.ld not tnavel cv., 6low.ty cv., the 6peea
06 ught on, indeed, at any Mn<le
6peed.
T~ UU/2 bec.~e M 6U.nught a.Jt!UVU
on eMth, M mMt that utile b<l 06
gnav<ly that ,t-6 c.onc.enned w<lh Reeping
ealtth ,<,n onb<l Mou.nd the 6Wt tught
now, - 8 rn,u1u.tu late. That "nay" o 6
gnavdy wh,<,c.h a.JtJUVe6 late m~t c.ome
6nom a 6lightly W'l.ong fuec.tion and M
c.annot Reep ea.nth e,,,tvr.naily onb~g.
It' 6 no ~e 6aying :that gnavdy ,t-6
6etting ou.t ail the time in ail fueetion6. So ,t-6 6W1Ught. Bu.t the nut pcv..6U eMth by and only that t.Ji.,i__c.h ~
ea.nth c.an be e66ec.tive.
The 6ield 06 gnavity 60 eleganti.y
6hown in the laten "SReptic." cv.. a mcv..6i ve 6 u.n denting an ucv.. tic. p~ane o 6
6 pac.e-t,<,me
c.ont,<,nu.u.m wdh a p,<..ng-pong
bail nailing nou.nd <l nepnuenting (,i__nadequ.ately) eMth, o ~ the 6aet that
the p,<,ng-pon9 bail w,<,U al6o dent :the
plane 6Ughtly and M wilt be :tMvel.u n9 c.on6:tanily agMn6:t <l6 own bowwave ac.ting URe 6tuetion.
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Simtlaltly, I believe, any
o:then
6ield :theony W<,,lf, 6all down 6on lac.R 06
aliowanc.e 6on a body mov,<..ng in :the
Meld.
The only an6Wen ,t-6 that gnavd,j
tJtaveR.6 at in6~e 6peed.
],<,m Woolnou.gh

NOTES FROM A TRAVELLING SKEPTIC
The following are a few items picked
up during my travels which I thought
may be of interest to readers of "the
Skeptic".
1. In Madrid last March there was a
proliferation of posters advertising
the diagnostic virtues of iridology
- everything from warts to brain
tumors.
All my attempts to remove one,without destroying it, for a souveni~
we re thwarted by the adhesive, a
remarkable similarity I thought to
any attempt to separate proponents
from their belief systems!
2. In old Jerusalem city I spotted a
shingle proclaiming to the world in
Hebrew, Arabic and English that its
owner wc1s a "fork-bender". Sensing
that I was hot on the trail of
another Uri Geller, I tracked him
down only to discover that he was
indeed what he claimed to be - he
fashions old forks and spoons into
bracelets!
3. During a group discussion in Haifa I
learned that many Israelis accept
graphology as an accurate tool for
character analysis. Some 2mployees
in Israel in asking for a handwritten resume from prospective employees, do so for the purpose of analysis. I argued (rightly or wrongly)
that the principle involved was the
same as in astrology, tarot and tea
leaves, and that the employer was
more likely to be concerned with the
applicants neatness and legibility
rather than determining his characteristics from the meanderings of a
ball point pen.
Being completely ignorant in this
field,
perhaps some discussion
by
readers in "the Skeptic" would serve to
enlighten me.

Harry Edwards
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illion Dollars
''Psychic'' wins M_

hy Paul Giles

_(extracted from BASIS, July, '86, Bay Area Skeptics Information Sheet)
I announce, my candidate for Best
Performance by a Plaintiff in a Courtroan Drama. It was the woman psychic in
Philadelphia who was awarded ove~ $1
million because (stifle those giggles)
a CAT scan had caused her . to lose her
powers. I first heard about it from an
article in the newspaper.
I was laughing, but I didn't laugh
for long. Before I get to the reason,
read the entire article as it appeared
in the "San Francisco Examiner":
"A hospital will appeal a verdict awarding $1 million to a woman who said a
CAT scan caused her to lose her psychic
powers. A jury deliberated about 45
minutes Thursday before awarding Judith
Haimes $600,000 plus $418,000 in delay
damages. Her lawyer said she had previously earned her living as a psychic
and could read people's auras and help
police solve crimes."
The article as written leads the
reader to believe that the award went
to a healthy woman who claimed she lost
her psychic powers due to a CAT scan.
But my lawyer friend, who is familiar
with the details of the case, set me
straight. Yes, the woman did sue for
loss of her psychic powers, and yes, a
jury awarded her damages, but not for
loss of psychic powers.
are these: Ms Haimes
The facts
underwent a routine CAT scan, before
which she was injected with a dye. No
one bothered to find out if she would
have an adverse reaction to this dye,
which she did, and the dye caused her
an amount of very real brain damage.
The suit was primarily about the brain
damage, very different from what was
reported by the "Examiner". In fact,
the case
the judge presiding over
or
discuss
to
not
jury
the
instructed
take into account her claims of psychic
powers because they could not be proven, and that there is no scientific
evidence indicating such powers exist.
Bravo for reason in jurisprudence!
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So the intriguing question remains:
Why did the "Examiner" print the story
as it did? Why did at least one major
network news show also run the story in
virtually the same way? I can only imagine it was the fault of the news-gathservices
ering system itself. Wire
gather and disseminate stories of this
nature in a steady stream of electronic
voyeurism. The dailies that use the
services don't have the resources to
check on the reliability of every minor
story. After all, they're paying for
news that's reliable, aren't they?
No matter where the fault lies for
the way the story was released, the
question of why goes unanswered. But we
can guess. A story about a woman who
was awarded damages for loss of psychic
powers is interesting. An award for
medical malpractice is not. On a slow
day a story like that would add a light
touch to the news that people are poor
and hungry, that terrorism is on the
upswing, and that crime is now our No.l
business. And what harm could it do?
Look at the story again. Every word in
is true. It is just the details
it
that are left out. The most important
details.
So now the irrational have one more
piece of ammunition. Now they will
believe that our laws and judicial systern recognize psychic powers as very
real entities, to be adjudicated like
traffic tickets or property disputes.
What is true in books and magazines,
that rational thought doesn't sell, is
now true in the news, an area where
objectivity and freedom are supposed to
be tempered with responsibility. Now
that I know the true facts I'm not
laughing. I feel sorry for Ms Haimes
for her suffering, and I feel sorry for
the people in general, who instead of
getting their jokes from comedy writers
like me, get jokes labelled as facts
_from the media. Now my juices are really flowing.
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Can you change your sign?
8, 1966 was a momentous occasion at
O ctober
the International Institute for Astrological
Studies in Vienna, for it was on that day that
Professor Rheinholdt Campagna, the Grand
Master Astrologist, first posed the question,
"Can A Person Change His Sign?" This question was contained in a paper presented to a
group of some of the most distinguished and
serious astrologers in the world who were gathered for the Institute's 207th Annual Seminar,
(which has been held every year since 1752
except during \Vartime and one year, 1814, when
Vienna had a serious outbreak of contagious
acne).

v1cToR LowNEs

was designated the Horoscope Orientation Research Special Enquiry Sub-committee (H.O.R.
S.E.S.).

Every person attending the 1966 Seminar, as
in previous years, held, at the very least, the
title of Astrological Study Seminar Esteemed
Scholar, A.S.S.E.S. for short. They were astonished by Professor Campagna's revolutionary
question: For centuries, astrological signs had
been linked to the date of a person's birth-but
was this necessary or even proper?
Professor Campagna pointed out that in modem societies, change was the order of the day.
In ancient times when astrology was first discovered and even in the middle ages when scientific astrology, as we now know it, developed,
people were unable or actually forbidden to
change anything. In those times, people were
locked into the life into which they were born.
Born a serf, one died a serf. Conversely, once a
King, always a King. (Although some maintained that once a Knight was enough. Heh,
heh.)
people change everythingbegan immediately and, at the 1967 conB uttheirnowadays
Work
jobs, their residences, their nationalities,
clave, papers were read covering various as-

their religions, their wives, their politics, their
husbands, their faces, their tits, and even their
sex. "Astrology," Professor Campagna avowed,
"has not kept up with society! Where does it
say", he demanded, "that one cannot change
one's sign?"

"I challenge this assemblage (a conscious pun
on the acronym A.S.S.E.S., we suspect) to produce one shred of evidence that changing signs
is forbidden anywhere. Is it in the Bible, 'Thou
Shalt Not Change Thy Astrological Sign?' Is
it in the U.S. Constitution, 'All men are created
with an inalienable, unchangeable sign.' Is it
in the Koran or the Talmud or, for that matter,
the Olde Farmer's Almanac?"
The gauntlet had been flung down. The Seminar voted (74 to 18) to set up a panel to study
Professor Campagna's challenge. This group
t he SKEPTI C

pects of the Research projects. The U.S. team
reported that they had found no bar to changing signs in any U.S. laws (except for a most
certainly unconstitutional municipal ordinance
of 1834 in Salem, Massachusetts).

Furthermore, in historical documents that had
been retrieved from a wastebaskct used by the
founding fathers at the First Constitutional Convention, they had discovered handwritten notes
(identified by a graphologist as Benjamin
Franklin's) which proposed "Congress shall
make no laws prohibiting any person from
changing their astrological sign". In a subsequent letter to a lady of somewhat dubious
reputation, Franklin commented that his suggested addition to the Bill of Rights had been
vetoed as "superfluous and unnecessary" after
Thomas Jefferson pointed out that every cultiAugust 1986
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vatd gentleman already took it for granted that
anyone could change his sign at will and, in
fact, Jefferson himself had already changed his
sign twice. In a somewhat humorous aside,
Franklin suggested to his correspondent, "Methinks, my dear Arabella, that you might seriously consider changing your own sign to 'Slippery when Wet' or 'Caution, Men at Work'."

a

The British contingent reported that little
known amendment to the Magna Carta had actually granted to "Ye Nobles Here Assembled
at Ye Runnymede the right in perpetuity to
changeth Ye Horoscopic Designation Wheneth
Ye Wanteth without Ye Hindrance."
so it went. Research reports from virtually
A ndevery
major country showed no evidence

that changing signs was prohibited by statute
or common law and that, in fact, many thinking
men had flown in the face of custom and either
changed their own signs or encouraged others
to do so without any evidence that such changes
had brought about adverse results. 1

changed the astrological signs of over 600 laboratory mice all of whose exact moment of birth
had been recorded. Professor De Phone had
changed the signs of only the least successful
mice, of course.
research was precise and exacting and to
T herecite
all of the impressive statistics to the lay
reader would put a glaze like Lake Placid in
January on the eyeball so we will spare you
that and tell you only that De Phone had an
87% success rate in converting confused, unloved, pitiful "wimp" mice into aggressive
lovers, champions at the feed trough.,and sprinters through mazes.
In 1971, 1972 and 1973, further research was
reported on successful experiments in sign changing with sloths, monkeys and Dobermann Pinschers. The Institute was won over completely.
Unknown to other astrological scholars, Professor Campagna himself had begun work as
early as 1969 with human beings. With the
promise of possible early parole, a small group
of prisoners at the Correctional Institute at Dannemora had been persuaded to change their signs.
The results were astonishing. Recidivism among
the courageous volunteers was cut dramatically.
A former Aries bank robber (now a Capricorn)
has become a bank president and a pillar of his
community. A paroled sex maniac formerly a
Scorpio, now a Saggitarian joined a monastery.
The transformations were so amazing and complete that at the 1975 Seminar, Professor Campagna announced "Campagna's Corollary".
CAMPAGNA'S COROLLARY
"Your astrological sign determines
your fortunes. Ergo, if you change
your sign your fortunes will change."

ButScorpio
how will they change? What happens to a
who changes to Virgo, to a Capricorn
who switches to Libra, to a Taurus who transforms to Aquarius? Professor Campagna and
his associates correlated statistics on well over
4,~81 people wh? had changed, many of them
without even being aware of the work being
conducted by the Institute for Astrological
Studies. Answering the highly publicised call
for information from experienced changers letters poured in from all over the world.
letter with a Washington, D.C. postmark described
the remarkable experience of a previously unknown peanut farmer from Plains, Georgia who
had changed from Libra to Leo. Another letter
from San Clemente, California recounted the
sad experience of a once successful man who had
disregarded the advice of a German counsellor
who had urged him to switch from Capricorn to

On;

It was at the 1970 Seminar that the first reports were read on controlled scientific exper~ments involving research with laboratory arumals. Professor Jean Pierre De Phone had
the SKEPTIC

I. Not until the recognition of the People's Republic of
China in 1977 did a ddegation repon on the discovery of an
ancient adage which, loosely translated reads ''When on you
fonune fails to shine. Coofucius say, change your sign".
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Aquarius. The correspondent enclosed a tape
with the very conversation recorded in detail
(except for a missing 3½ minute segment).
All of the information (much of it extremely
boring) was fed into the Institute's computer and
the output refined by Professor Campagna. At
the 1976 meeting Professor Campagna revealed
the results of his computer findings. In virtually
every case, people who changed to a new sign of
their own choosing kept the best qualities of their
old sign while adding the most desirable personality traits and good fortune factors of their new
sign. In short, a change of sign added new momentum to the individual's psychic trajectory.
A change of sign virtually always led to improvement in personality, romantic relationship and
finance.
he rest is, of course, history. The Director
of the prestigious International Astrological
Registration Archives, Dr Johannas Morris
Koeppler announced that henceforward, changes
in astrological signs could be formally recognised and registered in The Official International
-Astrological Registration Archives.
Now that you have changed your sign officially, you may expect dramatic changes in your
love life, finances and your personality.2 You
may, of course, continue to celebrate your original birthday and also receive gifts and cards on
the date you officially changed your sign, (your
new "Signday"). Congratulations!

T

2. Keep Guarantee card in a safe place in case changes are
either (a) too dramatic (b) not dramatic enough.

My Friend The Creationist
Are you tired of having sensible and
logical arguments with your friends and
colleagues? Are your acquaintances so
familiar with the latest philosophical
theori es that you feel you have been
left in an intellectual backwater? If
so, try arguing with a creationist.
Prerequisites such as log ic and
In fact ,
common sense are unnecessary.
t he sillier your argument the more
lik e l y you are to win. After all, there
is a good chan ce that your opponent ' s
claims will be so outrageous, so unbelievab le that you wil l be stupefied,
plunged into near pe rmanent shock !
Honestly , some of the comments I
have heard supporting creationism are
the silliest thin gs eve r spoken by an
adult . Case in po int; a representative
of the Creation Science Foundation,
in a news paoer article
Quee nsland,
the SKEPTIC

by Patrick McBride

("Daily Telegraph", Feb.12, 1986, p21)
asks, quite earnestly, "What makes evolution scientific? Have you ever seen
evolution tak e place? "
The first question suggests that the
is not very familiar with
speaker
scientific
the
science or
either
method. When a hypothesis agrees with
the evidence as well as evolution has,
it then becomes science.
But what about the second question?
Keeping in mind that biological evolution is an immensely subtle process,
taking place over countless generations, I would expect a ques tion like
that from a nine-year old c hild .
That fo r e most exponen t of the creat ionist movement, Dr Duane Gish, is himself not above such siwplistic obser Morning
" Sydney
the
In
vations.
Herald", Jan. 8 , 1986 , Gish cha rges the
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t heory of evo l ution with some pretty
heavy accusations .
"Today we have a rampant drug cu lture, l ega lised po rn ography , and abort i on ..• now, we mig ht ask ourselves why
have these changes occurred?"
So, if t oday 's society doesn't a g r ee
with your mor al s tan da rds, it ' s be cause
pe ople we re taught evolution in school .
That's quite a n a ssumption; I would
love to see the ev i dence supportin g it .
And ye t,
judgin g from c r ea tionist
p ropaganda , this childish l y s implis tic
vie w of the natur al world is accepted
as a viable a lternat i ve t o sc i entifi c
knowledge. Indeed , it is a v iew whi ch I
have encountered f irsthand, for a good
friend of mine does happen to be a
creationist. Now , ordin a ril y , I couldn't c are less; if he chooses to believe
such a notion, the n I am happy for him
to do so.
If he feels more comfortable
ignoring the evide n ce for e volution and
the immense age of the universe, then
there is nothing I c an do about that. I
tend to feel th a t he is en titled to his
belief s , as I am to mine.
There is one p r oblem however, my
friend is a rabid c reationist. He does
not keep his beliefs to himself. He is
convinced that ever yone must share his
beliefs. He maintains that those who
don't are evil, or at the very least atheists. As well, he is convinced that
scientists support the concept of evolution simply because they want to destroy everyone's faith in the Bible.
Are you beginning to see my point?
His arguments (to dignify them with
such a term) are simply authoritarianism. He is afraid of people having
beliefs which are different to his own
- as are most creationists.
In his arguments too, we can see an
obsession for the sinister active. I am
sure it is a common belief amongst many
creationists,
that
scientists
go
through years of study, spend their
lives in a chosen field, just so the y
can prove the Bible is wrong!
And how did I find out this important piece of intelligence? Simple , I
asked a question which has always puzzled me.
"If evolution didn't occur, and the
scientists are hiding the truth, what
do they have to gain?"
Obviously my friend hadn't expected
the question, for he too seemed puzzled. He groped about for a minute and
then replied, "They (the scientists)
are atheists and want to disprove the
the SKEPTIC

Bible ."
So t he re you a r e ! Univer s i ti es a nd
s i~ilar places of le arn in g are r e a lly
the re for that one pu r po se.
I poin ted out to my c ompanion, that
scientists, like ever~one e l se , are
made up of diverse po l itl~al, r c lig i0us
and national groups, and that ·t h e idea
of t hem all being committed to o ne -narrow mi ssion was ludicrous.
This argument was brushed aside.
"Yes , but how do you know the y a re real
Christians?"
To the creationist, it is the y who
ar e the real Christians, all others are
... well ... pseudochristian s.
During our
discussion my friend
gleefully pointed out that cities which
had been described in the Bible, had in
fact been unearthed in recent times.
"':'his," claimed my friend, "is proof
that the Bible is true."
I asked another question. "If scientists are involved in an anti-Biblical
crusade, why are they going to such
gr e at pains to excavate and publicise
the existence of such cities?"
I'm still waiting for the answer.

cartoon by David Hagar
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Faith Healer Gets Electronic,
Not Godly, Messages, Skeptics Say
By JOHN DART, Times Religfon Jf'i-iter

The woman 's voice began the
transmission in a sing -song tone:
"Hello, Petey. I love you. I' m
talking to Y.ou. Can you hear me?
If you can t, you're 111 trouble . . ."
"Petey," the Rev. Peter Popoff
of Upland, was on stage at San
Francisco ' s Civic Auditorium
about to start a faith healino
service that would be videotapea
for his weekly television program.
The affectionate voice testing
the communications was that of
his v,rife, Elizabeth, out of the
audience 's view but apparently
able to see her husband via TV
monitors. Her voice then became
businesslike:
"I'm ' looking up names right
now," she said, soon after recit111g
the name of a woman in the
audience, one of many who came
seeking a miraculous healing.

Electronics Surveillance
Unknown to the Popoffs; in
another section of the auditonum
complex
an
electronic s
surveillance expert was ~iving the
thumbs up sign to a co11eague as
he began a series of sun-eptitious
recordings designed to expose how
the evangelist was able to recite
details about audience members
and their afflictions .
Popoff, like many faith healers,
calls out the names and illnesses
of people at his crusades, then
"lays liands" on them and prays
for their healing. The impression
given at such services is that the
111formation comes from divine
sources ; indeed , a magazine
distributed
by
Popoffs
oroanization described an
auaience member being "called out
by the Spirit for healing! "
But a volunteer team of selfdescribed skeptics, who recently
monitored Popoffs crusades in
four cities , cfaims that if God
sends infonnation to Peter Popoff,
he does it at 39.17 megahertz, a
frequency in the range often used
by police.
The team recorded hours of
conversations in which Elizabeth
Popoff radioed to her husband
personal details that she and other
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Peter Popoff in Upland office of his evangelistic association.
aides gathered from the audience in
conversations before the service and
from prayer request cards filled out
there.
"The tent-show healers are gone,
but their replacements are among us
. . , louder, slicker and richer by far,
assisted as they are by technology
that their predecessors would not
have ima_gined:' said magiciandebunker James Randi, who used as
many as 18 volunteers per crusade
to document what he said were
deceptive practices by several faith
healers.

"The other halfl would pray and
wait on the Lord," he said. "I'm
not denyino the divine ."
Since tlie death of Kathryn
Kuhlman and the retirement from
healing services of Oral Roberts,
the best-known faith healers are
probably Richard Roberts (son of
Oral) and Ernest Angley of Akron,
Ohio.
But Popoff is hardly an
unknown . He is seen on 51
television outlets (including KCOP,
Channel 13 , in Los Angeles on
Sun_day nights ) , heard on 40 radio
stat10ns and has an average gross
The 39-year-old Popoff, with his income of $550 ,000 a month,
seemingly supernatural memory, according to his business manager
particularly caught the attention of
Randi 's task force:
Spotted the Receiver
Although a Spokesman for
Popoff initially contested the
committee 's allegation that Popoff
gets his info1mat1011 a very secular
manner,
the
evangeli st
acknowledged in a recent interview
that he uses the radio method. But
Popoff said his wife supplies him
with only about half the names .

Randi said a member of his
group , first suspected that Popoff
was wearing a radio receiver at a
rally Feb, 2 111 Houston, One of the
volunteers, posing as an usher,
intentionally stumbled into the faith
healer and spotted a tiny object in
PoQoffs left ear, he said,
Employing a scanning receiver
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and recording equipment, a team
member taped transmissions at
rallies in San Francisco, Anaheim
and Detroit, The tape s and
transcription s sho w Elizabeth
repeatedly cuing Popoff w ith
names 1 afflictions, addresses-and
occasionally m ak in g joking
comments about those seeking
healing.
Randi, known professionally as
"The Amazing Randi" made the
findin as public April 22 on NBC
TV 's '?flie Toni~lit Show Staning
Johnny Carson. ' Randi showed a
telev ised excerpt from one of
Popoffs crusa des in which the
evangelist gave a man and his wife
information about themselves and
their eye troubles. Then the excerpt
was played again, but along with a
tape showing that Elizabeth Popoff
h a d moment s earlier fed the
infonnation to her husband.
A statement issued after the
]'.)_rogram by the P eter Popoff
Evangelistic Assn. in Upland said,
"Everything Amazing Randi has
said is not true. "

Known for Exposes
Randi, 57, of Sunrise, Fla., who
is well known for his exposes of
so-called psychic phenomena, said
he is negotiating a contract for a
book on the faith he a ler
investigations.
Janice Gleason , a public
relations consultant for the Popoff
organization, said April 23 that the
electronic receiver Ii1 Popoff's ear
was used only to keep in touch with
the television crew. Gleason said
she believed that the woman 's voice
heard on the "Tonight Show" tape
was faked.
But Popoff said later that it was
his wife who was communicating
with him.
"It's not a secret. We 've never
denied using it," Popoff said during
an interview in his office, which has
a view of nearby Mt. Baldy.
"My father (George Popoff) was
an evangelist, and he looked at pray
request cards . We use a prompter,
" Popoff said.
Popoff m ainta ined that hi s
audiences consisted of people with
whom he has con-esponoed and that
they do not necessarily think that
all the information he gives them
abo ut them se lves is di v inely
derived.
"The Holy Spirit does speak, but
I don 't think people are naive," he
said.
Randi said, however, that people
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who had been "called out" at Popoff
services told his team that they
believed it was the doing of the Holy
Spirit.
Randi 's group cites the Anaheim
service March 16 at which Popoff
said he was aoing to whisper the"
physical problem of one woman
becau se 1t was personal. "H ow,
many believe the Holy Spirit is a
gentleman?" he cried out before
whispering the woman 's problem to
her. She nodded yes.

Prayed Over Her
Moments earlier, according to,
the secre tl y recorded tapes ,
Elizabeth Popoff had radioed that
Ute) woman liad lumps in her breast
and suggested that Popoff whisper
to the woman, \;s,rhom she called "a
hot one. "
After s_pe aking quietly to the
woman, Peter Popoff announced:
"I'm going to burn that out. Here
we ao! "
fhen he prayed over her, and she
fell down, as frequently happens at
faith healmg services.
" She ao t shocked ! She got
shocked! iualleluj ah! " Popoff told
the audience.
" To demonstrate th at data .
gleaned from The audience at the
one-day services was the source for
Popoffs info1111ation-rather than a
presumably unening divine sourcemembers of Randi 's team requested
heatings at the services after giving
false names and phony sicknesses.
One pretender, Don Henvick of
San Francisco, said Popoff prayed
for his healing three times : As a
bearded m an suffering from
alcoholism ; as a clean- shave n ,
balding m an with arthritis; and,
wearing a , dress and w ig, as a
woman with "uterine cancer and
edema " and confined to a
wheelchair.
Randi said the ploy showed that
if "God v,ras informin~ Popoff," he
was giving "wrong inrormation. "
Randi and Free Inquiry 's editor,
P aul Kurtz , w ho se quarterl y
ma~azine is publishing the results
of tne investigation, contend that one
of the most serious consequences of
such a ministry is that many people
will be misled into thinkmg tliey
have been healed when they are not,
and that, in some cases, they may
give up needed medicine.
In the Houston service, which
was televised, audience members
thre w pill s on staae at the
exhortation of Popoff. li:andi said
he found life- su staining dru gs

discarded in trash cans afterwards
including
in sulin
tabl et s,
nitroglycerin and digitalis.
"I've never told peopk to throw
medicine away," Popoff countered.
In Houston, he said, "I told people
to thro waway cigarettes and
addictive drugs."
Popoff, w ho was born in
Bulgaria, began his ministry after
hi s 19 70 gra du ation from the
University of California,. Santa
Barb ara . He wro te 111 an
autobiograQhy that he received the
"baptism of the Holy Sprit" which
m an y Penteco sta li sts say is
signaled by "speaking in tongues,"
during one of his father 's services.
Over the next few years h e
started his own radio broadcasts
and made Bible-smugglin~ trips to
the Soviet U nion and ta stern
Europe , acco rding to the
autobiography.
On a cassette tape, he describes
and angel-e scorted trip to the
heavens after God purportedly told
him, "I'm going to show you things
th at no mortal man ha s seen
before. "
Popoff downplayed hi s
supernatural gifts 111 the recent
interview. To the debunkers' charge
that he avoids people with the worst
ailments at his crusades, Popoff
said, "I try to be as effective as I
can, put my best foot forward. You
have to ~o where you are most
effective. '
He said Randi 's group is wrong
to think he recite s facts about
audience members merel y to
impress them: He tells people their
home address, he said, 'Just to
m ake sure the y are the right
persons."
He estimated that 75% to 80%
of the people at his services, which
sometimes draw more than 5,000,
have received his contributionappeal letters. If they were not
getting so methino out of hi s
ministry, Popoff said, he would not
have seen it grow "about 35% each
year"
"I know people are blessed and
their lives are changed," he said.
Popoff said he promises many
lo ya l followers that; when hi s
crusade comes to cities near them,
h e w ill ca ll them forward , a
procedure he compared to a TV
game show.
" It 's just like ' The Price is
Right '; they expect to be called
down " he said. "This is a very
effective fonnat for television."
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Divine Versatility.

by Ha.101,y Edwa.1td1.i

I investigated the man with X-ray
"How
adjust your dress before divining"
Subject
Maurie Hunt. Age 82. Slightly defective hearing, otherwise in possession
of all faculties. (I think!)
Claims
Able to divine (among others) whether in the ground, under concrete, lead
or in containers - bones, teeth (artificial or real) , all minerals, fingernails, trees, colours, rocks, underground workers, denominations of coins
and banknotes, salt, bore and rainwater.
Background
Opal
aircraft fitter.
Precision
miner.
Evidence
"You
clipping, headed
Newspaper
Maurie".
from
can't hide anything
Picture of Maurie on Manly Beach with
divining rod alleging body buried under
sand. Police refused to excavate.
Photograph taken at Lightning Ridge
of stones arranged on ground purporting
to be the outline of a buried pre-historic mammal. No detail of internal
skeletal bones depicted. No excavation
made.
Principle
Would appear to be "like attracts
like".
Method
Tubes of poly plastic, bent at right
angles, held in hands are passed back
and forth over object. The handles are
painted in various colours or have
pieces of coloured cloth, teeth, bones,
metal, coins or banknotes scotch-taped
to them.
Proof
Red-handled tubes pointed at red
tubes twisted inwards and
flower
crossed. It was observed that the tubes
were rolled between the thumbs and
forefingers; they did not move of their
own volition.
Tests
1. A piece of grey coloured cloth
was placed under a 30cm x 20cm sheet of
lead on a concrete path. Mr Hunt divined it as pink. This was apparently an
unfair test as he claimed that there
were rusty water pipes under the path
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vision, or Gentlemen,

please

and a box of stones nearby which were
emitting ultra-violet rays. The colour
of the lead also being grey misled
him!
2. Given 5 pieces of coloured material to choose from I selected (unobserved) a piece of white cloth and placed
it under a piece of grey-green carpet
away from the rusty water pipes and ultra-violet emitting rocks. Mr Hunt said
that the cloth was either pink, blue or
white. When pressed he guessed white.
At this juncture the diviner adjusted
his hat so that the brim touched the
top of his left ear. He explained that
this ensured continuity of "flow". Satisfied that this sartorial maladjustment was the cause of his previous failure we moved on to the next test.
3. A yellow rose petal in a match
box sealed in a plain white envelope
was placed under the carpet. It was
divined as pink or dark blue. When the
envelope was opened he claimed success,
the inside lining was pale blue! The
fact that the predominant colour (the
envelope itself) was white was ignored.
For fear of being completely bamboozled
with some obscure psychic explanation I
moved on to the next test.
4. I placed a pea-sized copper nugget~ncealed in a match box on top of
a pile of lead ingots.It was incorrectly
identified. Mr Hunt did not recognise
it as being copper, and failed to
answer the question why his lead-tipped
tubes failed to react to the lead
ingots (ten thousand times the mass of
the copper) •
S. The diviner claimed that divining
the denominations of banknotes was his
speciality. I placed a $20 bill under
the carpet, then having tried all his
tubes from $100 down to $1 he identified the hidden bill as $10.
I gave him half marks for that one!
6. Back to colour identification and
this time a piece of bright red plastic
was hidden under the carpet. It was
divined as blue. When confronted, Mr
Hunt explained that the colours on his
tubes must match perfectly to work (in
this case a spectroscope would have
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been needed to differentiate). To confirm this he demonstrated with the red
flower again (a different hue of red)
and the tubes obeyed dutifully. One can
only speculate how many tubes would be
required to match perfectly the infinite variety of colours in the world.
Mr Hunt apologised for his efforts,
saying that he must wear the right
clothes to be 100% successful (he has a
different outfit for each branch of his
divining) and that perhaps we would

test him again when his laundry was
dry. He had also been further handicapped by some acne behind the right ear
which had not enabled him to make
"ultra-violet contact".
Conclusion
At best, poor guesswork.
RecO!l\lT\endation
In view of my lack of expertise in
the field, should any further tests be
deemed necessary I suggest the services
of a physicist, psychologist and a
couturier be retained.

Our Heritage
From the

0

South Shore Skeptic 0

by D A Rickards
,

Ohio, USA.

We may consider ourselves to be
skeptics but there is no denying our
heritage. Whether or not we believe in
subjects like magic and mysticism, augury or astrology, the fact remains that
the languages of the world are steeped
in all kinds of superstition. They demonstrate to us our links with the past.
Let us look at a few examples. When
we describe some of the serious problems in the world we find ourselves
using words like "disaster" which means
literally "away from the stars". In the
worst possible situations we talk about
things in terms of a "catastrophe"
which is to say "against the stars".
Even though we may not know what these
terms mean, or believe them to be literally true, we use them just the same.
Plenty of people with no knowledge
of or belief in prophecy still use
archaic terms like
good
and
bad
"omens". You might maintain that omens
are not a part of your everyday vocabulary. Maybe they are not. But what
about a word like "abominable" which
actually means "ill omen"? Everybody
abominates something or other even if
they don't knuw what an ill omen is!
Every four years we indulge in a ritual ·
and ceremony to "inaugurate" a new
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president of the United States. In
other words we "take omens"! Ye gods,
things haven't changed much. It's true
that these days we ask the
Roman
Catholic, the Protestant and the Jewish
clergy to help in the proceedings and
see if it augurs well, while at a real
inauguration what we would need is a
soothsayer who could see which way the
birds were flying in order to prognosticate the future. Goat livers and
chicken guts are very useful too!
On the other side of the coin we
have words like "considerate" and "considerable" which everybody uses all the
time. How many of us realize that these
words are derived from "con" meaning
"with" and "sider" meaning "the stars"?
These and many other words are going to
be with us forever.
We Skeptics may doubt in the existence of the supernatural and deplore
the antics of auguries but we cannot
deny that our everyday language is permeated with primitive belief systems.
It's just another interesting fact of
life and nothing can be done about it.
On second thoughts, maybe it's rather
like having what is left of a tail bone
when we no longer swing from the trees.
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Book Review.
The Bermuda Triangle Mystery - Solved
by Lawrence
David Kusche. Hardback
1975; New England Library Ltd ~aperback
r e print 1978.
reviewed by Rafe Champion.
It appears from a recent TV show
that the legend of the Bermuda Triangle
is still alive. Phillip Adams made some
pointed comments about this in the
"Weekend Australian", Feb.15-16, and
skeptics might like to know about a
book which lays to rest some doze ns of
the allegedly "unexplained" disa;:_)pearances in the dreaded triangle.
Lawrence David Kusche worked as a
r e ference
librarian at the Arizona
State University and became interested
in the Triangle when people asked for
help to find information about the
legend. Next to nothing was readily
available so he joined forces with
another librarian and they advertised
e xtensively for assistance, wrote to
government agencies, research organisations and libraries along thP. east
coast, and explored other sources of
information.
Kusche compared the popular a c counts
and media beatups about the Triangle
"disappearances"
with evidence from
other records such as the Lloyd's list
of missing vessels, and contemp orary
weather reports. His findings are published in a book, "The Bermuda Triangle
Mystery - Solved", first printed in
1975, and reprinted in paperback by the
New England Library Ltd in 1978.
The results are shattering for the
legend. For case after case he found
objective evidence to show that there
was either no
mystery, or nothing
es:Jecially strange about the Triangle
area. Four examples will suffice.
The "Bella" vanished in 1854, out of
Rio bound for Jamaica. According to the
Triangle legend she was one of the
first modern victims. According to contemporary reports she was overloaded
whe n she left Rio and six days later
flotsam of the "Bella" was picked up
after a storm at sea. Taking account of
her speed and the time elapsed, she was
at least 2000 miles away from the the
Triangle when the storm hit.
The legend reports that the "Freya",
a German barque was found deserted
in calm conditions shortly after she
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sailed out of Manzanilla in the West
Indies, bound
for
Chile.
Lloyd's
Register records
the
loss of the
"Freya" on the Pacific side of the continent (not the Atlantic side), out of
Manzanilla on the west (Pacific) side
of Mexico.
According to legend the "Raifuke
Maru" disappeared with all hands on a
calm and tranquil sea after sending out
a frantic message for help. In fact a
liner picked up a message for help during a storm and raced to the S!)Ot in
time to see the ship go down with all
hands in mountainous seas.
Al Snyder, an internationally i amous
jockey rowed away from a cruiser with
two friends to fish,and never returned.
Despite extensive searches by the navy
and coastguard and others spurred on by
the offer of a large reward the bodies
were never found. This is made out to
be a very strange event but the legend
omits to mention that the disappearance
occurred during a savage storm that
came up suddenly in the night and ravaged the coast for 24 hours. Record
wind velocities were recorded in some
places.
Kusche's book goes on with such
accounts for 200 pages. In some instances very time - consuming research was
required to unearth the details of
events which had been thoroughly garbled and distorted in the legend of the
Triangle. As with the lies of Creation
Science, new myths can be invented at
the stroke of a pen but the research
needed to set the record straight may
be very labour intensive. Skeptics can
be grateful for the work that was put
in to I<;usche' s book.
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The Other Quote Book
In science it is the observations
that are important. When interpreting
new data and assessing their bearing on
current theories earlier observations
are often referred to. The opinions of
other scientists count for little; they
have no bearing on the interpretation
of data. The author's interpretations
are relevant, but with all the data
available every reader can form his own ·
judgement, mak e his own interpretation.
Op inions, speculations, ideas and such
like are of importance in science in
ass ignin g cred it for who thought of the
be st ideas first, but that is about
all.
In real science it is the data,
the observations, that are important.
In advertising,consumers are greatly
influenced by the opinions of others.
Adve rti se the calorie and nutrie nt cont e nt of a c and y and viewers will yawn;
show an athletic or e ntertainment star
smiling afte r
taking a mouthful, and
your product will sell. Most of us are
greatly influenced, albeit irrationally, by the recommendations of others.
The Creation Science Foundation followed this strategy to their great advantage with
The Quote Book. Rather
than presenting the evidence for and
against evolution and creation science,
the CSF presented the
opinions of
famous ana authoritative people. The
quotes
were carefully (dishonestly)
sele cted and "adjusted" to give the
strong impression that scientists have
widespread reservations and dissatisfaction with evolution, and give considerable, though suppressed, support
to creation science.
This approach has been very successful. Parents and teachers have read the
CSF' s The Quote Book. Those who had
been taught evolution in school or univeLsity courses but have since forgotten the detailed evidence supporting
the concept are unsettled. Had they
really been mislead by biassed scientists pushing atheism as the CSF suggest? Is there really growing support
for creation science? All those quotes
maybe the CSF is correct after all?
At the very least, with so much support
there must be something in it!
My instinct was to set the record
straight. To
present
the evidence
clearly and unambiguously s o that readers could see and judge the overwhelm-
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by Dr AG Wheeler

ing evidence for evolution for themselves. But others have done this already
(1); was it worth repeating the exercise? So I tried another ~pprc~ch - I
copied the CSF with a compilation of
quotes. Real,
accurate
and honest
quotes of famous
and authoritative
people to show their real opinions on
evolution, creation science, religion,
the CSF and this threat to impartial
sc ience and education.
Book8, papers and
articles were
searched
for
succinct expressions.
Thousands of quotations were copied,
indexed, sorted and re-sorted. A few
illustrations, a lot of culling and
repeated shuffling 1 and The Other Quote
Book wa s ready (2).
--T-he Other Quote Book is designed to
give support to teachers, parents and
othe rs whose con fidence in the correctness of evolution is wavering; to those
who are being influenced by the CSF's
dishonest propaganda. Now it is a question of marketing - making the population aware of the benefit is to be obtained from buying and reading The Other
Quote Book. This is where your support
and help is essential. You can play
your part by
advertising The Other
Quote Book, recommending it to those
involved in the debate, buying a copy
for yourself.
The response so far has been rewarding. Copies are selling fast, and the
feedback has been all positive.
The Other Quote Book has gained an
important place in the skeptic's fight
for honesty in science and education.
References:
(1) See "Creationism - An Australian
Perspective", edited
by
Martin
Bridgstock and Ken Smith (1986),
2nd ed. published by and obtainable
for $7.50 (inc. post)
from the
Australian Skeptics, PO Box 575,
Manly, NSW, 2095;
and "Science and Creationism - a View
from the USA National Academy of
Sciences" available for $5 (inc.
post) from the Australian Skeptics,
PO Dutton Park, Qld, 4102
(2) "The Other Quote Book: in Support
of Evolution", written and compiled
by
Dr
A.G.
Wheeler
(1986),
available for $5 (inc. post) from
Dr A.G. Wheeler, 18 Noreen St.,
Chapel Hill, Qld. 4069.
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A Firewalk In Japan
A huge bonfire, ten metres on a
side, burned before me. I knew that in
a few minutes I would be walking across
its embers. For a manent I regretted
being the Southern California Skeptic's
"firewalking expert". I was at a Buddhist temple in Nagoya, Japan. This
firewalk was being staged in connection
with Fire Prevention and Home Safety
Month. More than a hundred Japanese,
mostly in their SO's and 60's and a few
grandchildren, were prepared to test
their beliefs. They were dressed in
white cotton jackets and headbands. A
large crowd of curious onlookers shouted their surprise at the presence of
among the
"Gaijin", or foreigners,
firewalkers. "Would it be possible for
them to walk without years of special
training and the protection of proper
attitudes?"
The Japanese firewalkers were taking
no chances and had chanted many sutras
to the accompaniment of eerie music for
an hour before confronting the fire.
After a wailing priest had sprinkled
sanctifying salt on the wood the fire
had been lit. The intense heat forced

A Skeptic
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us back against the police lines restThe
crowds.
excited
the
raining
Japanese were amused as I took a last
photograph of my partner's uncharred
feet. Fortunately the head priest had
given my three colleagues and me careful instructions. "Do not walk too
slowly and do not step where the flames
are coming up, he said. "Good advice,"
I thought. "These Japanese know what
they are doing."
The first priests sprinted across as
Then the
flames leaped around them.
lay walkers began their treks. An eighty-one year old woman, who had told us
that she had done this many times,
seemed to be barely moving as she walked across. A child trotted across with
Suddenly the head
his grandparent.
priest motioned for us to join him. I
followed my colleagues across successfully. It was the longest firewalk that
I had ever done. It was also the
coolest.
The Japanese in designing their firewalk, had taken careful advantage of
added
elementary thermodynamics, and
some fine showmanship. The fire had

A very sktpf i c Ske.pf ic.
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been cleverly constructed. A single
layer of wood sticks, less than an inch
thick, covered a bed of straw. Along
the sides of the bed was a pile of
firewood a couple of feet high. After
the straw burned away there remained a
thin layer of glowing, but rapidly
cooling, embers in the large central
region 1 and large fire in the piles of
Thus the total
wood to the sides.
amount of energy present where we had
to walk was low. Because of the low
heat capacity and poor thermal conductivity of the embers we were able to
walk without harm. The many spectators,
however, had seen a giant fire where we
were walking. Even as we walked across
the cooling embers the fires burning on
each side made it seem to them that we
were walking through flames.

It is impossible for me to assess
the beliefs of the Japanese firewalkers
about the reason for their successful
walk. However, they seemed to be having
lot of fun and gPn<:?r3.lly 2.pp;:-oacl1ed
a
the entire event in a light-hearted
way. They did spend time in prayer and
chanting in preparation. They told us
that they thought that it would in some
way purify them, or help them attain
health, or a long life. The spectators
seemed quite impressed, as were my colat the Institute for
leagues back
Plasma Physics. The newspaper reporters
had talked to before the walk
who I
respectfully declined to join us. "We
must remain apart from the events that
we are covering," they politely explained, "in order to maintain the proper
objectivity."

A Rose By Any Other Name
apparent
In recent times, it is
that increasing numbers of people are
being lured to the so-called "alternative" practitioners of health care, such
as chiropractors, herbalists, naturopaths, iridologists, faith healers, and
cannot believe that all
so on. Now, I
these people have made conscious decisions to rej<:?ct scientific principles
when dealing with their most important
asset, their body, so why do otherwise
rational people ignore the total lack
proof associated with
of objective
these fields?
After speaking to many people, it
seems to me that in many cases, at
least, the explanation is that they
simply do not know that the person they
are seeing is not recognised as a legitimate, scientifically trained therapist. They regard the various practitioners listed above as equally qualified and trained as doctors, nurses,
physiotherapist s, and others with recthe
ognised credentials. Certainly,
can
they
all
do
clique
pseudo-science
to promote this image, usually setting
themselves up in an extremely clinical ·
environment, dressing the part in white
themselves the
coats, and awarding
title "Dr". However 1 this does not really explain the pervasive acceptance of
their credentials as legitimate.

by Dr K J de Veaux

Surely, at least part of the problem
must be the language that they have
skillfully persuaded the media and public to use. Consider the terms accepted
to denote the type of health care being
sought. How often do we hear scientifically tested treatments referred to as
"conventional", or "traditional medicand the unproven, undocumented
ine",
fields as "alternative medicine"? These
terms have become the standards, yet
they do not inform us of the facts they
represent, as good usage should, but
rather act to deceive the public into
false assumptions.
To most people, "traditional" or
"conventional" carry certain unspoken
impressions. Usually, they denote something old-fashioned, not in accord with
current knowledge or practice, somebeen abandoned or
thing which has
superceded by newer and superior ways.
im"Alternative", on the other hand,
if
equal,
least
at
of
plies something
not superior value, a fresh and more
lively approach.
The ludicrous nature of this mislabelling is apparent when you consider
that medicine, among all the sciences,
is growing and progressing at a remarkable rate. Almost daily, we hear of
new treatments, new cures, new diagnostic tests, new understanding of the

continued
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disease process. The pseudo-scientific
treatments, on the other hand, are usually based on unproven theories formulated many years, decades, or centuries
ago, which have not been evaluated objectively, and which do not progress or
become more refined.
Shouldn't it be the pseudo-scientific practitioners, then, who are referred to as "conventional". And shouldn't
proven and documented science be considered the preferred "alternative"?
Better yet, let's be accurate, and
refer to "scientific" and "anti-scientific" medicine.

The fact is, though, that illness and
death are extremely natural, in the
true sense of the word - they exist
throughout nature. Any attempt to postpone or escape them is extremely unnatural, and the term "natural therapy" is
almost a self-contradiction. This view
seems to escape these people.
Language is a powerful tool, whether
used or misused. Let's try not to concede important points to those who reject the power of reason by using words
which concede their contentions without
offering the trace of a counter-argument.

convenfi~nqf pk1Ceb 01
Is orfhisana alfernaf,ve
one~

The other word much beloved by the
anti-science crowd is "natural". All
these nasty
people trying
to use
science to treat illness are being
"unnatural". Herbal remedies, however,
are either unsullied by any form of
scientific research, or, better yet,
have been branded by science ~s worthless and must therefore be good! The
agents the y use are free of purification, verification, and concentration,
so they are "natural" and therefore
superior, in spite of absence of evidence that they are any more than extremely costly placebos. An exception is
vitamin supplements, which can be chemically synthesized, encapsulated, and
administered at many times the normal
and required dosage, and still remain
"natural", perhaps because unqualified
people can mimic doctors b y "prescribing" these non-restricte d s ubstance s .
the SKE PTI C

(I have not addressed in the above,
people alienated from scientific medicine by the
mistakes of individual
doctors or by the misreading of data
leading to erroneous conclusions. These
cases certainly exist, but they do not
invalidate science nor justify voodoo
any more than construction defects in
manufactured products detract from the
principles on which the y are designed).

HELP WANTED
We are in urgent need of the use of
a word processing facility, with printout capacity, for future issues of "the
Skeptic" . If you are able to help,
please contact us at GPO Box 1555P,
Melbourne , Vic. 3001.
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The Distaste For Disorder

by William Grey

William Grey has taught philosophy at the Australian National University and
Temple University, Philadelphia . He currently works in tne Department of Science
in Canberra and is Secretary of the ACT branch of Australian Skeptics.
Astrologers say that if you're born
between 20 February and 20 March you're
extremely sensitive, unworldly and impractical, and always eager to try and
escape from reality. Th~se characteristics, they claim., are the result, not of
constitution or upbringing, but of the
position of the sun at the time of your
birth. Numerologis ts might tell you
similar stories based on numbers associated with the letters of your name.
Others will read your destiny or character in the palm of your hand, or even
a teacup.
Many people dismiss such claims as a
lot of harmless nonsense. And it's hard
to deny that astrology, numerology and
so forth provide a lot of innocent
amusement. What's wrong, you may ask,
with indulging in this sort of fantasy
entertainmen t? Well,one worry is that
for some people it can be more than
entertainmen t; it becomes an obsession,
even a form of tyranny in their lives.
My aim, however, isn't to fulminate
against the dangers of delusory belief
systems - though the dangers are real
enough. I want rather to examine some
features of the structure of paranormal
belief which, I think, are borh unobvious and interesting.
I'm someone who's greatly puzzled
about belief in the paranormal. Claims
made by psychics and astrologers about
our destinies, ESP and so forth are
ones which I find extraordinar y and
bizarre. While lots of skeptics devote
a great deal of energy to the salutary
business of "debunking" the claims of
the battalions of clairvoyants , creationists and psychic fellow-trave llers
(by revealing errors of logic and of
fact in their claims), it seems to me
that not enough effort is devoted to
the equally important business of trying to understand the underlying belief
structure of the paranormal. I think
there is such a framework; an underlying belief structure which is not always justified, but which is nevertheless widespread, robust and, I will
suggest, actually constitutive of the

way which we interpret the wor]d.
While it••s interest.Mlg to speculate
on what
motivates people to adopt
bizarre · systems of belief, we must bear
in mind that examining motives for
belief has its dangers. It's all very
well to point out that a particular
belief is attractive because it is comforting, establishes one's position as
one of the chosen amid the multitude of
the damned, or cannot be easily abandoned because in so doing one would be
admitting that a great deal of the
intellectual and emotional investment
of one's life has been wasted. One can
plausibly argue for a bad motivation
for
holding a belief; but dubious
motive does nothing to undermine the
truth of a belief .
-----it•s also worth noting that a way of
interpreting the world may have no
solid foundation whatever, and yet may
help people to make sense of their
lives. A system of belief can be quite
satisfactory personally, even though
it's useless for explaining what happens in the world, and may even be
demonstrably false .
It's natural to
focus
critical
attention on the content of paranormal
claims; but I'm suggesting it's also
important to understand the structure
of paranormal belief.
The powerful
human propensity to accept what seem to
be
(and frequently are) outrageous
empirical claims isn't the result of
some incomprehen sible perversity, but
is actually a pathologica l manifestation of the very same abilities which
enable us to develop our most important
and profound insights about the world.
This is why it's important to try to
understand the structure (and methodologies) of
pathologica l
systems of
belief, and to find out what they have
in common with their more systematic
and disciplined
counterparts ,
even
while dismissing their frequently perverse and deluded empirical claims.
However 1 before uncovering this common pattern, I want to talk a little
about a stark difference between dif-
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ferent ways of looking at the world: a
skeptical view, which is the one I
adopt, and the way which is characteristically adopted by psychics and other
friends of the paranormal (a very mixed
bag).
In particular, it seems to me that
while the world can sometimes be favourably
ordered
according
to our
designs, our best laid plans are frequently
confounded by what Michael
Frayn has nicely called
the sheer
knobbliness
of
things.
Accident,
mishap, and contingency feature centrally as incontrollable and unpredictable factors
(but not, I stress, as
agencies) which perpetually dissipate
the organisation and order which we try
to impose upon our surroundings. The
law of Murphy seems to me to capture an
important feature of the way that the
world resists our attempts to structure
it in a
systematic and
organised
manner.
The way that psychics and other
friends of the paranormal make sense of
the world is very different. Where I
see chaos and mishap, they see hidden
continuity and pattern. In this lies
the
basic difference between their
world-view and my own.
Entering the belief structure of a
psychic
presents a
difficulty for
people like myself; it's a bit like
attempting to fathom the thinking of a
distant, foreign tribe with a wildly
discrepant world-view. I'll
try to
illustrate this difference with the
help of an example. This modest exercise in epistemological anthropology
will help to clarify not just the way
psychics interpret the world, and also,
I believe, reveals something important
about the way that we make sense of the
world quite generally.
Let's suppose that someone's walking
under a building and is struck by a
tile that happens to fall from the roof
overhead. This I say is an accident; a
coincidence. Bad luck. The unfortunate
event is the consequence of two independent happenings (the walk, the falling of the tile) for each of which
there is very likely (at least in principle) a perfectly good causal explanation.
The falling of the tile can be
explained as the result of its material properties, facts about its age,
weathering,
and various
historical
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vicissitudes prior to and including the
moment when it broke off and fell. The
walk, is (arguably) explicable in terms
of the intentions and desires of the
unfortunate individual whose location
interrupted the tile's descent. But to
ask the further question: "Why did that
tile fall on that person?" is, in my
view, utterly futile - it's a question
for which there is, and can be, in
principle, no answer.
The falling of the tile and the walk
are intrinsically
unrelated events.
They are part of distinct and unconnected (or "decoupled") causal chains.
This sort of pattern of happenings
seems to me to exemplify much of what
goes on. The history of individuals
(and nations) consists largely of the
fortuitous intersection of decoupled
causal chains. It is for this reason
that one
seeks laws of historical
development and similar generalisations
at one's peril. And it's the same fact
that makes any attempt to predict the
future in any detail an utterly ludicrous exercise. There's plenty of scope
for fairly general predictions, and to
provide satisfactory explanations of
why various things happen. But the best
we can do is identify broad trends and
tendencies within a
single
causal
framework.
A great deal of what goes on is
thoroughly accidental and contingent
precisely because it's the result of 1
just such a fortuitous intersection of
independent causal chains. Sometimes
things work out happily, and we speak
of good luck. But luck is not some
mysterious force which is subtly directing our destinies (mysteriously linking the independent chains of causation); it is just the retrospective
evaluation of radically contingent and
unpredictable outcomes with respect to
our desires and interests.
Psychics,however, see the world very
differently. They
agree that being
struck by a tile, for example, is bad
luck all right, but there are no coincidences. The walk and the falling of
the
tile
are connected,
psychics
believe, not in a superficial, obvious,
testable way, but in a subtle, deep and
unobvious way.
Psychics differ among themselves as
to the right way to uncover these
underlying connections. Astrologers see
such apparently unconnected events as a
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reflection of distant stellar configurations; numerologists see them as a
reflection of harmonies which can b e
un covered by grasping subtle arithmetical correlations. This is another fascinating aspect of the problem of grapp ling with paranormal belief structures. They are so conspicuously inconsistent with one another. Believers
tend to be c onvinced of the truth of
their own preferred enthusiasm, and to
share the skeptic's incredulity about
the
l egitimacy of
other psychics'
explanations".
Skeptics are thus usually in the
happy position of being able to appeal
to the authority of some psychic or
other to denounce the particular paranormal explanation or the hidden connectedness of apparently independent
events provided by other psychics.
However 1 I don't want to exp loit the
opportunities
for
cheap
forensic
triumph which psychic experts qPnerously provide.
What I find fascinating - and what I
think is largely unnoticed - is the way
that psychics are engaged in that most
characteristic of human enterprises the attempt to capture our chaotic and
fragmentary experiences in a network of
meanings, and to discover the hidden
connectedness which (we hope) underlies
all the disorderly and recalcitrant
happenings in the world. Despite the

stark difference
in
approach, the
bel i ef st ructure of psychics has in
fact mu ch in common with scientific
world-views. I'm not suggesting that
scie nc e is often defended by p r e judi ce
and claims which are irrational (though
that h as been forcefully argued), but
rather that there's a positive feature
which scie ntifi c and paranormal views
sha re. This is the urge to discover (or
inve nt)
repetitive patterns which lie
hidden beneath a veneer of disorder.
Scientific
unde rstanding of
the
world has developed on just this heuristic assumption. Physics in particular
prov id es us with its most profound
insights by uncove ring underlying and
unobvious connections which link apparently disparate events in the world.
Newton's triumph was precisely to provide
an
orderly interpretation of
apparently
disconnected
phenomena,
namely stellar and terrestrial motions "
The elegant classical conceptions of
Newton
(which revealed an underlying
system of orderly connections) eventually collapsed, however, when his successors uncovered, in the microphysical
world, a disorder or randomness which
underlies the
classically conceived
Newtonian order. The paradoxes and mysteries of the quantum world continue to
provide a rich source of puzzlement and
perplexity.
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Randomness and disorder are difficult for the human mind to accept. They
were repugnant to Einstein, for example, who hoped to find order beneath
the randomness of microphysical world.
His hope that some "hidden variable"
theory would remove the disquieting
randomness now appears 1 however,to have
been irrevocably confounded.
I believe
that
psychics
share
Einstein's distaste for randomness and
disorder. (Though alas, that seems to
be just about all that they share with
him.) The essential article of faith
which psychics hold in common is the
belief that there are no real coincidences or accidents. Accident or mishap
is always a superficial appearance, a
product of our ignorance which, psychics believe, can be explained as manifestations of some hidden underlying
order (astrological,
or
whatever).
Beneath the chaotic appearances there
is an underlying unity, a hidden order
or meaning which they believe some
psychic Rosetta Stone will uncover.
That is their fundamental heuristic
assumption.
This pattern of belief isn't restricted to psychics; the Austrian biologist Paul Kammerer postulated "laws of
seriality" to explain the existence of
pattern and connectedness independent
from physical causation, but which was
nevertheless, he believed, as fundamental as physical cause. Carl Jung developed his closely similar notion of
"synchronicity" to characterise causally unrelated events which were nevertheless meaningfully connected. Arthur
Koestler has written
at length on
thinkers, including Jung and Kammerer,
who've shared the view that reality is
patterned, in a discoverable way, by
non-causal or extra-physical principles. Jung and Kammerer believed that
in addition to physical laws which
govern relationships between events,
there are principles by which causally
unrelated events can be significantly
linked together by non-causal connections. (Koestler used the oxymoron "noncausal determining factors" to describe this connection.)
Psychics are committed to the belief
that there are extra-physical ways in
which happenings in the world are related; that there are hidden meanings to
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be deciphered through techniques and
methods which transcend the limitations
of empirical science. The belief is an
a priori metaphysical assumption for
structuring experience of the world;
and it's by clinging unswervingly to
this metaphysical article of faith that
psychics develop their often preposterous claims about the world. Yet it's
precisely the same assumption - faith
in underlying order despite appearances
to the contrary - which has motivated
many of our most powerful theoretical
innovations.
I don't deny that causally unconnected events can be significantly related. My claim is that such significance
is entirely subjective - not discovered
but invented - though it need be none
the worse for that. (It often tells us
something important, but it is something about us, not about the world.)
I'm suggesting that astrology and
other psychic and paranormal belief
structures share - in common with empirical science - a distaste for disorder; an urge to find a hidden underlying connectedness
linking disparate
events. The very same heuristic pattern-making assumption which has enabled us to develop a subtle and profound understanding of the nature of
our world can,however, be profoundly
misleading, and is responsible for generating much of the nonsense with which
we daily grapple. Psychic explanations,
at bottom, are a pathologicsl manifestation of the very same patterns of
thinking which enable us to make sense
of the world.
What I'm suggesting is that in some
respects
the
gap between profound
insights and spurious nonsense is a
great deal narrower than we tend to
suppose. Having tried to close that gap
a little, the next (very important)
step is to try to identify precisely
where the difference (between profound
truth and arrant nonsense)
lies. It's
closely bound up with the way that some
belief systems systematically insulate
themselves from criticism, and hence
from progress. At this point we enter
less foreign territory: it's be~n explored by Karl Popper and his successors, such as Imre Lakatos and Thomas
Kuhn. My concern has been to explore
some parts of the epistemological landscape which are a little less familiar.
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